Powerful coherent emission around the plasma oscillation frequency can be produced from a laser wakefield through linear mode conversion. This occurs when the laser pulse is incident obliquely to the density gradient of inhomogeneous plasmas. The emission spectrum and conversion efficiency are obtained analytically, which are in agreement with particle-in-cell simulations. The emission can be tuned to be a radiation source in the terahertz region and with field strengths as large as a few GV=m, suitable for high-field applications. The emission also provides a simple way to measure the wakefield produced for particle acceleration.
A laser wakefield is an electron plasma wave driven by the ponderomotive force of a laser pulse [1] . It has been studied intensively for the purpose of particle acceleration [2, 3] . Alternatively, it can be used for photon acceleration or frequency up-conversion of a laser pulse [4] , laser pulse compression [5] , and more recently light intensification [6] . Since the typical plasma oscillation frequency for these applications is in the terahertz (THz) range, the wakefield can potentially serve as a powerful THz emitter [7] . Currently, it is still challenging to obtain intense THz emission for various applications [8] . On the other hand, even though the laser wakefield can be driven at high amplitudes, usually a plasma wave cannot convert into an electromagnetic wave directly because of their different dispersion relations. Recently, it has been found from numerical simulations that intense radiation around the plasma frequency can be produced from the wakefield in inhomogeneous plasma [9] , whereas the mechanism involved remains unsolved.
In this Letter, we propose that a laser wakefield can emit intense low-frequency radiation around the plasma frequency through linear mode conversion. It is well known that an electromagnetic wave can convert into an electrostatic wave through linear mode conversion, which leads to the resonance absorption of light in inhomogeneous plasmas [10] . Means et al. studied the inverse problem and found that there is a reversal symmetry in the electromagnetic-electrostatic mode conversion [11] , which was confirmed later by Hinkel-Lipsker et al. [12] . Similarly, we find that linear mode conversion from the laser wakefield to electromagnetic pulses can occur in certain conditions as explained below. It can explain our earlier simulation results [9] as well as even earlier experimental observations [7] . Since the wakefield can be excited at amplitudes as high as 100 GV=m even at the plasma density 10 18 cm ÿ3 (at which the plasma frequency ! p =2 9 THz) [3] , the field strength of the modeconverted emission can reach a few GV=m, which is still difficult to achieve by other known methods [8] .
Let us consider the laser wakefield excitation when a plane laser pulse propagates at an angle of to the density gradient of an inhomogeneous plasma slab, as shown in Fig. 1 . The plasma slab is underdense with a trapezoid density profile along the x direction. To describe the problem, a simple way is to transform all variables into a moving frame V c sine y , where e y is a unit vector along the y direction. In this frame, one can derive a set of equations for the electron momentum, electron density, and scalar and vector potentials for the wakefield and its emission, which are the same as those given by Lichters et al. [13] for laser-solid interactions. Here we give only the equation for the vector potential associated with the wakefield emission as follows:
where a is normalized by mc 2 =e, the electron density n by n 0 = cos, x and t by c=! p0 and ! ÿ1 p0 , respectively, ! p0 4n 0 e 2 =m 1=2 , p0 2c=! p0 , is the relativistic factor, and the unperturbed electron density n 0e x n 0 x, which is in arbitrary profiles. Equation (1) frequency if Þ 0. The emission is always p polarized with the emitting angle of . However, since the electrostatic and electromagnetic waves have different dispersion relations, it is usually difficult to fulfill the phase match conditions, which is necessary to have a high conversion efficiency.
To seek plasma conditions to fulfill the phase match, let us consider the evolution of a laser wakefield in nonuniform tenuous plasma, where the laser pulse propagates nearly with the vacuum speed of light. In the moving frame mentioned above, the frequency and wave numbers of the incident laser pulse are given by !; k x ; k y ; k z ! 0 cos; k 0 cos; 0; 0 by use of the Lorentz transform, where ! 0 and k 0 are, respectively, the laser frequency and wave number in the laboratory frame. Therefore the laser pulse is a function of t ÿ x cos in the moving frame, and the displacements of electrons at initial positions x 0 in the driven laser wakefield should follow as x 0 ; t 0 cos x 0 ; t, where x 0 ; t ! p x 0 t ÿ x 0 cos. For this wakefield, its local wave vector, defined by k ÿ@ =@x 0 , changes with time and space. If the plasma density rises linearly as n 0e n 0 x=L, one finds the wave vector
It suggests that kx 0 ; t 0 along the line x 0 t=3. Note that longitudinal and transverse waves in plasma can couple efficiently in linear approximation only at k 0 and ! ! p , where their dispersion curves meet. In the present case, the mode conversion from electrostatic to electromagnetic waves becomes possible along the line x 0 t=3. The phase velocity, which evolves as v ph x 0 ;t !=k ÿ@ =@t=@ =@x 0 2x 0 =3x 0 ÿ t, changes its sign around the same straight line. On the other hand, if the plasma density declines as n 0e n 0 1 ÿ x=L for 0 x L, the wave vector changes as
It indicates that there are always k > 0 and v ph > 0 since there is t x 0 in the wakefield. This implies that the linear mode conversion from electrostatic to electromagnetic waves does not occur.
To check the validity of above analysis, we conduct a series of one-dimensional particle-in-cell (1D PIC) simulations. Our code adopts a boosted frame moving along y direction in order to deal with the oblique incidence of the laser pulse as in Ref. [13] . The laser pulse has a sine-square profile a L a 0 sin 2 x ÿ ct=d L for 0 x ÿ ct d L , which enters the left boundary of the simulation box with s polarization in order to distinguish it easily from the p polarized emission from the wakefield. We take a 0 0:5 and d L 20 0 , with 0 the laser wavelength in vacuum. Figure 2 shows the longitudinal and transverse fields in the x ÿ t plane. In the inhomogeneous regions, Fig. 2(a) shows that the phase velocity of the wakefield changes with time. In particular, the phase velocity changes its sign in the region with increasing densities (between x 50 0 and 110 0 ) along the line x t=3, as described by Eq. (2). Around this line, mode conversion from the wakefield to electromagnetic emission occurs. The reduced field amplitude inside plasma along the line x t=3 indicates that a significant part of electrostatic energy is converted into electromagnetic energy, which propagates away. Figure 2 (b) plots the transverse field component. In addition to the fields inside plasma (due to the oblique incidence of the laser pulse), there are also fields across the left vacuum-plasma boundary in the vacuum region (x < 50 0 ). This is just due to the wakefield emission through linear mode conversion. On the other hand, in the region with declining densities (between x 140 0 and 200 0 ), the phase velocity decreases with time but never changes its sign as described by Eq. (3). As a result, there is almost no electromagnetic emission across the rear side of the 
and 140 0 , the phase velocity does not change with time and space.
An important factor is the conversion efficiency, which depends upon the plasma density gradient, the incident angle, and the laser parameters. It has been shown that the problem of mode conversion from electrostatic to electromagnetic waves is symmetric with its inverse problem [11, 12] . Therefore, we take a simple mode conversion efficiency for cold plasma [14] :
where 4 2 Ai 0 0 2 2:644 and q !L ! =c 2=3 sin 2 , which depends on the emission frequency !, the corresponding plasma scale length L ! , and the incident angle . For a plasma density
Since the maximum conversion efficiency (about 0.5) is found at q 0:46, the emission peak occurs at the frequency! 0:68! p0 L=c ÿ1=3 sin ÿ1 , if ignoring the different wakefield amplitudes excited at different positions. In our case, the mode conversion sweeps across the inhomogeneous region with increasing densities (or frequencies) along the line x t=3. Accounting for different wake amplitudes at different positions, the emission spectrum can be written as
where E m is the wakefield amplitude for the local frequency! at x L! 2 . If the plasma density is weakly inhomogeneous, the local wakefield amplitude can be approximated by a corresponding value in homogeneous plasma. For a sine-square pulse profile a L a 0 sin 2 x ÿ ct=d L , for example, the wakefield amplitude at a given plasma density (corresponding to ! p ) is given by [3, 5] . Now, for the given linear density profile, substituting ! p with ! and
into E m given above, one obtains the emission spectrum with Eq. (5). Figure 3 (a) plots the emission spectrum for different incident angles at the fixed L 6 p0 and d L 2 p0 . The optimal angle of incidence is around 15 , where the spectrum is peaked around frequency! 0:75. At larger angles of incidence, the spectrum peaks are shifted to lower frequencies and the spectrum widths reduce. Note that there is no emission at 0 . To check the reliability of the present model, we compare the spectra predicted by the model with the simulation results. Figure 4 (a) displays the emitted pulses for three different angles of incidence at the laser amplitude a 0 0:5. The peak amplitude for the incident angle of 15 is over 0:002m! 0 c=e. The corresponding field strength is about 6:4 GV=m and its intensity about 5:48 10 12 W=cm 2 for 0 2c=! 0 1 m. One notes that the emitted pulses are all with frequency chirp. This is because the linear mode conversion sweeps across the inhomogeneous plasma from low to high densities. Their temporal profiles are determined by the local wakefield amplitudes excited, the incident angles, and plasma density gradients according to Eq. (5). Qualitatively, for the spatial distributions of the wakefield amplitude E m x=L ! and conversion efficiency x=L ! in the inhomogeneous plasma, the temporal profiles of the emitted pulses appear as 1=2 !tE m !t with ! ! p x. Figure 4(b) illustrates the corresponding spectra both from the model calculation and the PIC simulations. They agree each other very well not only in the spectrum profiles, but also in the relative intensities. In passing, the chirped pulses may be further compressed to shorter durations and higher amplitudes by propagating through another plasma slab, which exhibits anomalous dispersion.
Equation (5) suggests that the emission scales proportional to a 4 0 . Figure 4 (c) plots the emission spectra at different laser intensities. It agrees with Eq. (5) very well for a 0 < 1. At higher intensities, the spectrum peaks are lower than the a 4 0 scaling because the wakefield amplitude E m is no longer proportional to a 2 0 . Meanwhile, at very high intensities, plasma wave breaking occurs. This results in a complicated spectrum structure, as shown by the curve for a 0 3.
The energy conversion efficiency is obtained by integrating the mode-converted energy divided by the laser energy. It is given by
where gd L is the spatial integral over the pulse profile and Fig. 4(a) and around the optimized angles of incidence about 10 -15 , one finds E 0:0005. This agrees with the numerical simulations given in Fig. 4(a) for the incident angle of 15 .
The present model can explain the wakefield emission observed in our earlier 2D simulations when a laser pulse is incident normally on a nonuniform plasma slab [9] . In this case, because of the finite beam diameter, the excited plasma wave has a transverse wave vector, equivalent to the oblique incidence of many plane laser pulses. For a laser pulse profile a 2 L a 2 0 f 1 x ÿ ctf 2 y, one can obtain an angular factor for the emission S W ;! k p0!f2 k p0! tan=cos 2 . Heref 2 k y is the Fourier transform of f 2 y. More detailed discussions will be given elsewhere.
Finally, the present theory may partially explain the earlier experimental observations of THz emission by Hamster et al. [7] . For example, mode conversion can explain their solid target data, where emission was observed in the direction of specular reflection with p polarization. The so-called nonresonant excitation with solid targets can be attributed to the steep density profiles. On the other hand, Hamster et al. [7(b) ] reported that, for the chamber gas target, the THz emission was peaked in the forward direction and no radiation was detected in the back direction. This emission is likely not from mode conversion, but from the transient current produced through ponderomotive plasma wave generation as also found in our earlier simulations [9] .
In conclusion, a laser wakefield can emit electromagnetic pulses though linear mode conversion. Such electromagnetic pulses can be potentially a powerful THz source capable of affording field strengths of a few GV=m, suitable for THz nonlinear physics. It also provides a new diagnosis of laser wakefield amplitudes and even wave breaking in the context of wakefield accelerators. 
